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Assembly Council Action Items 

January 15-16, 2003 
 

WHO WHAT WHEN 

 
AAC President 

Send the Draft Policy on Licensing and Practice as a 
Registered Professional Forester and/or Certified Rangeland 
Manager to the AAC membership with a cover letter. 

ASAP (check with 
Jake McGuire’s 
office) 

Program 
Committee 
chairperson 

Communicate to Administration that the statistical workshops 
are extremely important. The class filled within two weeks 
right at the winter holiday break. 

ASAP 

Welfare & 
Benefits Com. 

When completed, send salary report to administration and 
schedule personal meeting to discuss this issue. 

ASAP 

Steve Dasher The survey should be completed and sent out to advisors 
through their County Directors. Steve was directed to arrange 
distribution through the regional offices. He may wish to have 
Karen Varcoe present the planned survey at a Program Council 
meeting before distributing. The results of the survey should be 
completed and presented to the AAC at its May 2003 meeting.  

May 2003 

Program Com. Look into putting all publications on the publications web site.  May 2003 

 
Diane Metz 

Have the logo checked and get the new web site address 
changed. All new employees should receive a copy of this 
brochure. Get a quantity of this brochure printed and 
distributed to Regional Directors for distribution to all county 
based advisors and new advisors. 

May 2003 

Com. chairs  Committees need to submit budget requests for 2003-2004 to 
Diane by April 1. 

April 1, 2003 

Lanny Lund Request a copy of the Re-organization Evaluation Report from 
Lanny Lund when he arrives. NOTE: Lanny responded that 
this report will be available on the web.  

Will be on the 
ANR website 

Diane Metz Send a letter regarding budget situation and appropriate action 
to CE Assembly membership via email and USPS from AAC. 
This letter is to be drafted by AAC President, Diane Metz and 
approved by the Executive Board and VP Gomes. 

Feb. 28, 2003 

Reg. Directors Orient new advisors about the Academic Assembly Council As hired 

Diane Transcribe draft report and circulate to AAC members and Jim 
Brenner 

Jan. 31, 2003 

AAC members Review draft and provide comments to Mary Blackburn Feb. 15, 2003 

AAC Exec. 
Members 

Review comments, revise draft and distribute to AAC Mar. 31, 2003 

AAC Members Comments on final draft to AAC & AAC Executive Committee April 30, 2003 

AAC Approve/Adopt/Finalize AAC Strategic Plan May 20-21, 
2003 
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ACADEMIC ASSEMBLY COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA 

7th Floor Conference Room—Kaiser Building  
300 Lakeside Drive, Oakland, CA 

 
Wednesday, January 15, 2003 
 
Meeting called to order at 10:00 a.m.  
   
Welcome and introductions 
In attendance: Mary Blackburn, Strategic Planning; Ken Churches, NCMR sub-region Chr.; Rick Delmas, 
Past-Pres; Cindy Fake, Program Committee; Refugio ‘Cuco’ Gonzalez, CCSR Acting RD; Steve Kaffka, 
UCD Specialists; Marciel Klenk, Secretary; Dan Marcum, VP/Pres. Elect; Diane Metz, Pres; Dan Munk, 
CVR sub-region Chr.; Mike Murray, Personnel Committee; Ed Perry, Rules and Elections Committee; 
Carol Powell, CCSR Sub-region Chr.; and Barbara Reed, Welfare and Benefits Committee. 
 
Meeting agreements and agenda review 
 
Approval of September 2002 minutes 

Barbara Reed asked that her quote be removed from the Welfare and Benefits Committee Report. 
Ken Churches moved that the minutes from the September 2002 meeting be accepted with the 
requested change. Barbara Reed seconded. MSC 

 
Review of Action Items from September 2002 
 Diane Metz read through the Action Items and explained status of each item. 
 
10:30 a.m.  Committee Reports—20 minutes per report 
 
• Personnel Committee—Mike Murray 

Mike Murray presented the Personnel Committee Report.  He discussed the current review cycle 
and the upcoming ad hoc Chairs Training session.  He also brought up the topic of a letter sent to 
the Personnel Committee regarding a ‘Policy on Licensing and Practice as a Registered 
Professional Forester and/or Certified Rangeland Manager’. The Personnel Committee did not 
recommend accepting this policy. Due to time restraints, this issue was not considered by the 
entire AAC.  See full report in the appendix. 
 

 ACTION ITEM: 
Dan moved that the letter dated July 8, 2002 subject, Draft Policy on ‘Policy on Licensing and 
Practice as a Registered Professional Forester and/or Certified Rangeland Manager’ within ANR 
be distributed to the AAC membership with a cover letter from the AAC president. MSC 
 
Carol Powell moved to accept the Personnel Committee report. MSC   

 
• Program Committee—Cindy Fake 

Cindy Fake presented a report on the DSA Awards Procedure and recommendations for the future. 
She also presented the invitation announcement for the Questionnaires and Surveys Class slated 
for March 4-6, 2003. 
 
See full report in the appendix. 
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It was suggested by Steve Kaffka that it be communicated to Dr. Vaux’s office that the 
Sustainable Agriculture Seminar scheduled for May 2003 would be an appropriate event to present 
DSA awards.   
 
ACTION ITEM: Communicate to Administration that the statistical workshops are extremely 
important. The class filled within two weeks right at the winter holiday break. 
MSC  
 

• Rules and Elections Committee—Ed Perry 
Ed Perry presented the Rules and Elections Committee Report. The committee had contacted 
Regional and Campus Chairs regarding getting committee terms staggered. Based upon this 
communication process, the Rules and Elections Committee recommended the AAC discuss 
reducing the Regional Committees from six to three. NO ACTION WAS TAKEN and therefore, 
campus and regional committee structure will remain the same for now. 
 
Ed also mentioned that nominations are currently being sought for the AAC President-elect/VP 
and for a Rules and Elections Committee member. 
 
See full report in the appendix. 
 
Barbara moved to accept the report.  MSC 
 

• Welfare and Benefits—Barbara Reed 
 
Barbara Reed presented the Welfare and Benefits Committee Report and also an Interim Report 
that the committee has undertaken on salary and cost of living issues.  The committee continues to 
be actively addressing a variety of welfare, salary and benefit issues for Assembly members. See 
full reports in the appendix. 
 
ACTION ITEM: Send salary report to administration and schedule personal meeting to discuss 
this issue. 
   
Mike Murray moved to accept the Welfare and Benefits Committee Report. MSC. 

 
12:00 noon  Lunch 
 
12:45 p.m.  Meeting Resumes   
 
 
Human Resources Survey Update—Diane Metz 

Diane Metz presented an update from Steve Dasher who was unable to attend the meeting. Steve 
submitted a draft survey to which he had added Community Development Advisors as directed by 
AAC at the September meeting. 

 
ACTION ITEM: It was MSC that the survey be completed and sent out to advisors through 
County Directors. Steve was directed to arrange distribution through the regional offices. He may 
wish to have Karen Varcoe present the planned survey at a Program Council meeting before 
distributing. The results of the survey should be completed and presented to the AAC at its May 
2003 meeting.  

 
 1:00 p.m. Regional and Campus Reports—approx. 6 minutes per report 
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• Riverside Campus—Antoon Ploeg 
No report. Antoon Ploeg was unable to attend 
 

• Davis Campus—Steve Kaffka 
Steve Kaffka introduced himself as the new chairperson of the UC Davis specialists. The 
committee is proceeding with its efforts to seek ‘equivalent status’ with specialist groups from 
UCB and UCR. They are also addressing the concerns of the proposed 30% budget cuts. See full 
report in the appendix. 
 
Barbara Reed moved to accept the UC Davis campus report.  MSC 
 

• Berkeley Campus 
No report; no representative. After the meeting, AAC was alerted that Maggi Kelly has been 
elected to serve as the UCB Campus representative to AAC. 
 

• Central Coast and Southern Region # 1- Carol Powell 
Praise to the Personnel Committee for the improved format for the PR. There remains concern for 
employees who manage programs such Master Gardener, EFNEP, FSNEP, and 4-H; more value 
should be attached to the management aspects of these positions. Competitive salaries and 
appropriate subsidies for those employed in high cost-of-living areas of CA need to be considered 
and acted upon.  Federal employee inequities remain an issue for this sub-region. See full report in 
the appendix 
 
Barbara Reed moved to accept the report.  MSC  
 

• Central Coast and Southern Region # 2 - No Representative 
No report. Jose Aguiar was unable to attend 
 

• Central Valley Region # 1—Dan Munk 
Budget issues and advocacy are the main issues. See full report in the appendix. MSC to accept 
the report as presented. 
 

• Central Valley Region # 2 
No report. Chuck Ingels was unable to attend. 
 

• North Coast & Mountain Region # 1—Dan Marcum 
The main concern is the proposed budget cuts and how they will be handled. See report written by 
Yvonne Steinbring in the appendix. The report was approved. MSC to accept the report. 
  

• North Coast & Mountain Region # 2—Ken Churches 
This is Ken’s first report to AAC. He brought many concerns from his sub-region regarding 
equity, salary and proposed budget cuts. He also recommends long-term planning to address 
serious shortfalls in budget this year and the immediate future. How will UCCE look with a much 
smaller budget? See full report in the appendix; MSC to accept the report. 

  

  2:10 p.m.  BREAK & set up for the Strategic Planning Activity 
  2:25 p.m.  Strategic Planning Committee Update & Exercise 

 ---Mary Blackburn, Jim Brenner and Pat Day 
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Jim Brenner and Pat Day led the group through an exercise designed to begin the development of 
a strategic plan for the Academic Assembly Council. 

 
Diane Metz and Mary Blackburn were charged with creating a draft document. They will send the 
DRAFT document to AAC members for review and hope to present the final draft to the AAC for 
adoption at the May 2003 meeting. See notes from this exercise in the appendix. 

 
  5:00 p.m.  Adjourn 

 
  6:30 p.m.  Group dinner at Le Cheval  

 
Thursday, January 16, 2003  

 
 8:00 a.m.  Light Breakfast Available 
 
 8:15 a.m.  Advocacy and Budget Discussion 
 

Executive Committee meeting with VP Gomes 
• Gomes will take input but he will be the decision maker. Keep meaningful conversations to a 

minimum regarding  
• Gomes said no one knows CE in Sacramento and we want to know why. 
• Gomes said so many ideas are being considered (everything is on the table) he does not want 

to share facts. 
• Negations will be going on for some time. 
 
Comments from AAC Members: 
Regional Director Gonzalez mentioned that the politics in Sacramento are different now.  Many 
may not know us because they have a different agenda and they are not aware there is a UC 
presence in their district serving their constituents. 
 
Dan Munk feels we need to get the message out that the local work we are doing in the community 
is constantly changing and we are continually shifting our priorities to meet the needs of our local 
constituents, both with agriculture and industry.  Rick Delmas made the point that we can give 
administration the message that we can look into the future and retool but we need support by 
administration to allow this to happen. 
 
Mary Blackburn mentioned that we should be talking about what to do with the 70% funds we 
have left. We need to be willing to think seriously.  When we are working with our clientele, we 
can say that with the budget cuts we won’t be able to provide this service.  This will help create a 
grass roots support. 
 
Mike Murray mentioned we need to identify our consumers. 
 
VP Gomes will have talking points for CE for staff to use.  RD Gonzalez suggested the AAC 
formulate a message and get it to VP Gomes for approval. Then we should rally the CE staff to 
take the letter to our clientele and boards to support CE during this crisis. 
 
ACTION ITEM: 
Barbara Reed moved that a letter go out to the CE Assembly membership via email and USPS 
from AAC. This letter is to be drafted by AAC President, Diane Metz and approved by the 
Executive Board and VP Gomes before distribution. MSC 
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The letter should include the following:  
• Assembly members should be proactive in the next months to reduce the budget reductions by 

working with their clients to advocate and educate legislators about value of UCCE.  Help 
clients understand what they will NOT have if UCCE 30% budget reduction is carried out. 

• Advocacy techniques  
• Outline advocacy parameters 
• Facts that we know now 
• Explanation that many scenarios to reduce the budget are being developed; nothing has been decided.  
• Talking points that are known to date 
 
Let the RD and CD’s know letter is coming. Additionally, AAC members should contact State 
Extension Association Presidents and members. Other professional societies could ask for letters 
of support from individual members and their boards. 

 
10:15 a.m. Regional Director Report, Refugio Gonzalez, Acting Central Coast and 

Southern Region Director 
 
Advisors are still seeking special leaves and sabbatical leaves during the crisis. RD’s are still 
approving the leaves.  If there is a retirement incentive program while someone is on leave they 
are treated as active employees and will be allowed to take the incentive. Meetings are continuing 
as usual.  VP Gomes will be attending regional CD and campus meetings.  VP Gomes will be 
having a conference call with RD’s tomorrow (1-17-03) about the budget.  “The important thing is 
to go on with business while working to mitigate and prepare budget restrictions” stated Gonzalez. 

 
10:30 a.m. BREAK 
 
10:45 a.m. Administrative Report by Lanny Lund, Asst. V.P.  
 

CE ADMINISTRATIVE WORKING GROUP has been appointed. There are two CD’s from each 
region and the group will serve as an administrative advisory group.  Group members: Rick Buckner, 
John Harper, Frank Laemmlen, Steve Orloff, Jeanette Sutherlin and Laura Tourte. The goal for the 
group was to review the CD Survey and start working on recommendations from that report. 
 
FOCUS GROUPS: The Ag group has been cancelled twice. The HR & NR Focus Groups were 
held in October. Currently, the focus is on the budget so this effort is currently lying fallow. 
 
WORKGROUPS: The evaluation of the process has been put on hold due to the uncertainty of 
funding. There will not be a full-blown workgroup call for 2003-2004. Funding to keep 
workgroups going so that meetings can be continued may be offered. Money for new projects will 
probably not be offered. This would mean that the existing workgroup will continue but no new 
workgroups will be forming. Endowment money that augmented workgroup funding may have to 
be re-directed.   
 
INTERN PROGRAM: The internship program will not be funded this year.  
 
PPAC process will be unchanged.  These groups identify and prioritize critical issues the where 
UCCE should be involved in. While the shape of UCCE will no doubt change due to budget 
restrictions, if priorities are set wisely, PPAC’s should still provide direction for the organization. 
We will downsize our operation.  There are basically two ways to do this: 
1) Program downsizing or 2) voluntary downsizing. Both options are being assessed.  
 
ADVOCACY: Lanny passed out example of UC Delivers which is a public relations project that 
demonstrates the kinds of contributions people are making in local communities around the state. 
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The stories can be typed into the UC site builder and anyone can go in and use it. When a story is 
put into the data base, it will automatically to an editor where it is polished and distributed to the 
UC Delivers pages.  The story will then also appear on the county’s website. Outline includes The 
Issue, What has ANR done, The Payoff Contacts. Clientele testimony and photographs may be 
added. Testimonials should be short and tell how CE has helped them. 
 
It is Lanny’s hope that by April we will have a significant number of these stories available. 
Barbara Reed commented that she has asked Glenn County advisors to each submit at least one of 
these reports.  
 
LANNY LUND’S BUDGET COMMENTS: It is important to tell why and how UCCE is making 
a difference in the state.  The current proposal is to cut the budget by $15 million. The priority at 
this time is to reduce the amount of reductions and the majority of our efforts are being put into 
that goal. State funds provide $48 million of the ANR budget.  Susan Laughlin is putting together 
a one sheet handout on the budget. Various funds will be shown so everyone will know what the 
budget is and what the categories are.  Ninety percent of the funds pay for academic salaries. 1.5 
million will be saved by not funding current open positions. Early retirements are also being 
looked as well.  

 
11:30 a.m. Telling the UCCE Story --Steve Nation, U.C. External Relations  
 

Talking points are being developed; they will go out as they are ready.  VP Gomes is talking to 
UC Regents about the public service aspects that we do.  State of California funds allow UCCE to 
have programs. About 92% of the general fund goes to our CE salaries. 
 
The reality is that we will take some cuts.  Everybody is being hit with state budget cuts. If we can 
reduce the cut to 10% or 15%, then efforts will be a success. We need to work together on this. It 
will not do us any good if we individually go to legislators. We need to get constituents to talk and 
write letters to legislators and tell them how cutting CE programs will affect their well-being. 
 
Local legislators need know about local effects of potential cuts. Steve says no current legislators 
were members when the term limits came into affect.  Turnover due to term-limits is constant and 
Steve has trouble keeping up with legislator interests. So we can help by finding out the individual 
interests of legislators. Forward any information to Steve’s office. It is also helpful to find out who 
in various districts have influence with them.  Impacts at the local level need to be stressed with 
the local legislators. 
 
Lanny is taking leadership in the “UC Delivers” and it is important that we tell our story well and 
often.  If we are going to make this happen, we need to pull together and work together.   
 
The next wave will be county cutbacks.  What are we going to do if CE county budgets are cut as 
well?  We need to be preparing for this too! 
 
UC budget, what’s going on?  CE didn’t get a budget cut until mid year and that’s good! The UC 
President Atkinson is a strong supporter of agriculture and natural resources and a strong advocate 
for CE.  The cuts for University of California public service came from the governor’s dept of 
finance.  Research was cut 20%; this will probably be across the board.  Outreach is cut 45% next 
year and 5% this year but Outreach has lots of legislative interest to preserve it.  Outreach has 
local programs that have touched people in the legislators’ districts. So has UCCE but we need to 
urge our constituents let legislators know of the impact of UCCE.  
The next two months are the crunch time as the state assembly and senate decide what to do about 
U.C.’s budget.  By May 2003, we may know what state taxes have been added or increased. 
 
Steve will get us talking points as they are developed; counties then need to localize them. Steve is 
structuring the public relations campaign in coordination with CD’s RD’s and Administrators. 
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Another point to make to our clients--we are not a big organization. Our overall budget is small 
but the community benefits are large. 
 
Where We Ought to Be Going: 
1. Goal—reduce the budget cut to something less than 30% 
2. Reducing the cut to 12-17% would be great. Reducing it to 10% would be fantastic! 
3. UCCE cannot bang on doors. Our stakeholders and users need to state how cutting UCCE 

will negatively affect their lives.  
4. Term limits have changed things tremendously; assembly members can serve a maximum of 

6 years and state senators 8 years. We need to constantly educate legislators and their staff 
people about UCCE. We also need to know (and share with External Relations) legislators 
special interests. 

5. VP Gomes’ stance is to be measured and accurate. VP Gomes feels this kind of strategy will 
minimize rumors. Steve Nation advised AAC to urge the CE assembly to be proactive and 
not feel that administration is against them. 

 
12:00 p.m. Questions for Speakers and Misc. Agenda Items 
 
12:30 p.m. Additional Action Items and Meeting Evaluation 
 

ACTION ITEM:  Dan Marcum moved that the Program Committee look into putting all 
publications on the Publications web site. MSC.  
 
ACTION ITEM:  AAC Brochure status: Diane will have the logo checked and get the 
new web site address changed. All new employees should receive a copy of this 
brochure. Diane was instructed to get a quantity of this brochure printed and distributed 
to Regional Directors for distribution to all county based advisors and new advisors. 

 
ACTION ITEM:  Committees need to submit budget requests for 2003-2004 to Diane 
by April 1. 
 
ACTION ITEM: Request a copy of the Re-organization Evaluation Report from Lanny 
Lund when he arrives. NOTE: Lanny responded that this report will be available on the 
web.  

 
 1:00 p.m.    Adjourn and Box Lunches 
 
Future Meeting Dates: 
 

----May 20-21, 2003   Location—San Diego County 
The next AAC meeting will be in San Diego County; Marciel Klenk will be working on the arrangements in February 
and will let the AAC members know in early February 2003. People were encouraged to obtain airline tickets early to 
save money.  
 
---September 24-25, 2003 Traditional Location—UC Davis Campus 
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APPENDIX: 
 

AAC PERSONNEL COMMITTEE REPORT 
 

Prepared by:  Mike Murray, Chair 
January 15, 2003 

Oakland 
The major activity for this committee since the last report has been related to planning and presenting 
regional PR workshops.  Meetings were held in four locations (Parlier, UC Riverside, Alameda County 
CE office and UC Davis).  A total of approximately 115 academic staff attended the meetings.  A revised 
Power Point presentation formed the basis for the workshops.  The presentation has been placed on the 
ANR Web Site, for review by persons unable to attend the workshops or for reference.   
 
The Personnel Committee met in Oakland for two days in October.  The purpose of this meeting was to 
develop recommendations for the 2003/04 ad hoc committees.  These appointments are made by Lanny 
Lund/Henry Vaux, with input from the Personnel Committee.  We changed the meeting format this year 
so that we met with the Assistant Vice President prior to the conclusion of the meeting and addressed any 
“problem” committee membership recommendations.  In the past, there have been concerns expressed 
about specific committee memberships, due to a number of reasons, after the meeting was over.  Going 
back to try to develop additional recommendations, without the requisite paperwork, etc., was 
problematic.  This year we had the discussion with the Assistant VP while it was still fresh and the 
process went much smoother.  There are 37 staff pursuing either an accelerated promotion or promotion 
this year.  A total of 21 committees were established to conduct these reviews.  Approximately 50 
additional people are pursuing merit increases, which do not require review committees.   
 
We have also been busy planning the annual ad hoc committee chair training, scheduled for January 23 at 
Davis.  We intend to emphasize positive, supportive report writing this year, as some of the past 
committee reports have not always been written as constructively as possible.  All the committee chairs, 
with four exceptions, are scheduled to participate. 
 
Our committee was requested, by Jake McGuire/Carol Omelich’s shop, to comment on a proposed new 
policy for the Administrative Handbook, policy 600, ‘Policy on Licensing and Practice as a Registered 
Professional Forester and/or Certified Rangeland Manager’.  I have attached the request letter, the draft 
policy and our response.  We are not in favor of administration adopting this policy, for the reasons 
articulated in our response.  We apologize for not running this by the entire Assembly Council, but we 
were encouraged to respond ASAP.  We made it very clear that the response was from the Personnel 
Committee, and not the AAC. 
 
Ken Willmarth will be retiring from the Personnel Committee, after several years of invaluable service.  
We need the Rules and Elections Committee to name a replacement, effective July 1, 2003.  The 
continuing Personnel Committee members are allocated as follows: ag resources-5; human resources-3; 
natural resources-1; admin (CD)-2; NC&M region-3; CV region-2; CC&S region-3; campus (UCD)-1.  In 
order to bring the committee more into balance, we suggest a replacement from the Natural Resources 
program in the Central Valley Region.  We may need to consider naming 1-2 “alternate” committee 
members if some Personnel Committee members take a sabbatical leave, as is being contemplated. 
 
Our next scheduled committee meeting will be held in Davis on January 22 & 23.  The 23rd will be the ad 
hoc chair training. 
 
Respectfully submitted, Mike Murray, Chair AAC Personnel Committee--January 15, 2003 
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UCCE Academic Assembly Council 

Distinguished Service Awards Program 2001-2002 
Annual Report 

 
Rebecca Carver, Chair of the Awards Selection Committee and Chair of the Program Committee for 
Academic Assembly Council prepared this report. The report is being prepared in December, 2002 and 
will be shared with the 2001-2002 Selection Committee, AAC Program Committee, AAC (at the winter 
meeting), and UC Associate Vice President Henry Vaux. 

 
This report will be divided into the following sections: 

  
I. Summary of Activities 

 
A) Preparations for the Year 
B) Soliciting Nominations 
C) Convening a Selection Committee 
D) Selecting the Winners 
E) Notifying Winners, Reporting Results,  
      Presenting Awards 
 

II. Results 
 

A) DSA for Outstanding Extension 
B) DSA for Outstanding Research 
C) DSA for Outstanding Teamwork 

 
III. Recommendations for Next Cycle 

 
A) Suggested Changes for the Program 
B) Suggested Timeline for Activities 
C) Suggested Assignments of Tasks 

 
I.  Annotated Timeline of Activities 
 
A. Preparations for the Year 

The Academic Assembly Council and AVP Vaux engaged in extensive dialogue concerning the 
composition of the Awards Selection Committee and other details regarding the revisions for the 
DSA program.  This began in the year 2000 and continued through April 2002.  There was a 
conference call with AAC President, AAC President Elect, AAC Program Committee Chair, AVP 
Vaux and his Exec. Secretary Cheryl Hyland on April 11th, 2002.  Henry selected Awards Committee 
members from list provided by AAC Program Committee consistent with criteria recommended by 
the Program Committee. 

 
B. Soliciting Nominations 

Whereas we had hoped to get the call for nominations distributed by February 1st, in this first year, 
we were not able to distribute the call until mid April.  The “Announcing a New Distinguished 
Service Award Opportunity for UCCE Academics” includes information about the awards and how 
to apply for them.  First, the announcement was distributed to all members of the Assembly using the 
email lists available to the AAC Rules and Elections Committee.  Then, it was posted on our website.  
President Elect Diane Metz wrote an article for ANR publications and was supported by AVP Vaux’s 
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Executive Secretary in getting it to print.  The AAC Program Committee followed up with 
personal e-mails to regional directors and Associate Deans, asking them to encourage people in their 
regions and departments to participate in the program.  The Program Committee and Awards 
Committee Chair also asked AVP Vaux to encourage Program Leaders to solicit nominations within 
their areas, and he followed up on that request.  The deadline for nominations was set as June 15, 
2002.  The 15th fell on a Saturday, on which day FedEx packages are not delivered to the place that 
nominations were being received.  FedEx/UPS packages received the following Monday morning 
and sent the previous Friday were accepted.   

 
C. Convening a Selection Committee 

By the end of May, the Awards Committee Chair (a member of the Program Committee, in this case, 
the Chair of the Program Committee) had contacted the first choice candidates for the selection 
committee to ascertain their willingness to serve on the committee.  While four agreed to serve right 
away, one candidate was more difficult to reach by phone and email and did not confirm a 
willingness to serve until June 3rd.   
 
The members of the committee for 2001-2002 are:  Linda Garcia, Jesus Valencia, Terry Prichard, Jim 
Downer, and Mary Blackburn.  This group is diverse in terms of position in UCCE (advisors, county 
director, specialist), gender, ethnicity, program area, and geographical location of work.  Every 
member had won at least one DSA. Among the group, there were winners of the teaching, teamwork, 
and research awards.  It was explained to the committee that some members would be asked to stay 
on while winners of the new awards would replace others.  No decisions were made concerning the 
tenure of committee service or procedures for selecting the composition of committee members in the 
future. 
 
Email communication took place in June for the Awards Committee chair to establish a date and 
location for the meeting.  It was determined that the meeting would take place in Davis, on August 
5th, and last for one day.  The Awards Committee Chair sent a letter to the DSA Selection Committee 
on June 26th, 2002, confirming the date, time, location of the meeting.  Along with the letter, she sent 
a copy of the call for proposal and each application packet, sorted by award type.  The Awards 
Committee Chair tried to serve the committee by making sure that they had what they needed in 
terms of lodging, travel expense reimbursement, directions, et cetera. 

 
D. Selecting the Winners 

The letter of June 26th from the DSA Committee Chair to Committee Members included the 
following language: 
 

I am enclosing a copy of the call for proposals to remind you of the criteria for 
selection.  While you may want to jot down a score for each criterion for each 
candidate and then compare scores you have assigned to different categories, you 
might prefer to make a holistic judgement with the group of criteria in mind.  For 
this year, I will leave it to you to decide how you would like to make your personal 
decisions.  When we meet, I will suggest a structured process for facilitating group 
decision-making.  Before the end of the day, we will take some time to discuss 
whether committee members would have preferred for everyone to use a standard 
worksheet in preparation of the meeting.  If you would like further direction, let me 
know. 

 
The meeting took place as scheduled, on August 5th, and was facilitated with a strong sense of 
purpose and a timed but flexible agenda.  After introductions, decisions were made concerning 
a process for accomplishing the committee’s mission in the time allotted.  It was agreed that a 
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running list of notes would be kept on the selection process, and those notes would be used to 
inform decisions about the future of the DSA program.  The meeting was adjourned on time, 
with all decisions having been made by consensus and all winners successfully selected.  A 
follow up conference call was scheduled to give the committee an opportunity to reflect on its 
work, evaluate the processes and facilitation of the August meeting, and provide feedback to 
the DSA committee chair as well as checking in with each other for closure. 
 
A conference call was scheduled for September 11th.  All but one member of the committee 
was able to attend.  Jose Valencia had said that he could participate but was unable to do so 
because of a change in his work schedule.  His presence on the call was missed.  A timed 
agenda was sent out to the committee by the chair prior to the call.  A typed list of notes from 
the meeting was also distributed by email.  Recommendations made in this report represent 
ideas that were discussed in the meeting and in the follow up call. All members of the 
committee indicated that they would be happy to continue serving on the committee. 

 
E. Notifying Winners, Reporting Results, Presenting Awards 
 

The AAC Program Committee had wanted to notify winners in the fall.  The plan was for the 
Awards to actually be given at the DANR Statewide conference in February 2003.  AVP 
Vaux was to make the presentation.  The DSA Selection Committee divided up the task of 
writing draft letters that were sent to Henry Vaux, who was asked to write the actual letters to 
winners, and all other nominees with special encouragement to those who were close runners 
up.  That was the plan. 
 
The DSA Chair worked with Lynne Buenz, an Assistant to AVP Vaux, who became very 
helpful in working out the details regarding letters.  At AVP Vaux’s suggestion, letters were 
sent to those who nominated candidates indicating the results of the selection process in the 
case of candidates who did not win awards.  They were form letters that did not reveal the 
committee’s leanings.  The winners received letters from Henry, with copies sent to the 
nominators as well as supervisors (e.g., regional directors).  AVP Vaux also wrote letters to 
the members of the Selection Committee thanking them for serving.  The statewide 
conference was cancelled due to problems with the state budget.  It has not, as of yet, been 
determined when the checks and plaques will be presented or when announcements of the 
awards will be publicized. 

 
II. Results 
 
A. DSA for Outstanding Extension 

There were only two nominations in this category.  The winner of the award is Sharon K. 
Junge who was nominated by Mary L. Fuji. 

 
B. DSA for Outstanding Research 

There were eight nominations in this category.  This turned out to be the award category that 
most challenged the selection committee.  The winner of this award is Steven T. Koike who 
was self nominated.  It might be noted that contrary to concern that had been voiced by AAC 
members in the past that it would be unfair for Advisors to have to compete with Specialists 
in this category; the winner is in fact an Advisor who did compete against specialists. 

 
C. DSA for Outstanding Teamwork 

There were six nominations in this category.  Some nominations were for individuals rather 
than teams.  The intention of this award will be further clarified to indicate that it is intended 
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for a team.  The winners of this award are Khaled M. Bali, Mark E. Grismer, and Richard L. 
Snyder.  Refugio A. Gonzalez nominated them.  Whereas, $5000 had been allotted for this 
award, AVP Vaux graciously offered to augment the amount to $10,000 to be split among the 
recipients, in order that team members are personally rewarded to an extent that more closely 
matches the manner in which winners of the other two awards are being personally rewarded.  
 

III. Recommendations for Next Cycle 
 
A.  Suggested Changes for the Program 
 

Regarding the awards program as a whole: 
 

1) The future of Cooperative Extension depends upon the recruitment and retention of 
new hires.  Therefore, the DSA Selection Committee suggests, and the AAC Program 
Committee supports the proposal for, an additional award to be called the New 
Professional Award.  Candidates for the New Professional Award would be restricted 
to Academic Assembly members who have worked in Cooperative Extension for fewer 
than 10 years at the time of their nominations. The new award would recognize 
outstanding beginnings and encourage loyalty to Cooperative Extension.  Informal 
conversations indicate that AVP Vaux is open to the possibility of introducing such an 
award.  It is being recommended that the New Professional Award be administered 
along side the Distinguished Service Awards, sharing a timeline, call for proposals, 
selection committee, and awards ceremony.  With AAC approval, the Program 
Committee would like to ask Associate Vice President Vaux for $5,000 to be added to 
the AAC awards budget in order to fund this new award. 

 
2) This recommendation came from AVP Vaux and was welcomed by the Program 

Committee Chair and AAC President.  The award for teamwork has been augmented to 
$10,000 from the originally budgeted $5,000, to be split among the winners.  The 
Program Committee Chair has acknowledged gratitude for AVP Vaux’s generosity and 
would like a formal thank you to be hence coming from the President of Academic 
Assembly Council, along with this report. 

 
Regarding application requirements: 

 
3) Complete bibliographies should be included along with nominations for the 

Outstanding Research and Outstanding Extension Awards using the same guidelines 
that are used for writing Program Review Dossiers. 

 
4) Bibliographies, using the format for writing Program Review Dossiers, should be 

included in the nomination packets for the Outstanding Teamwork Awards.  These 
bibliographies need not be exhaustive for every member.  They should, however, 
include all publications that are deemed by the nominator to be relevant. 

 
 
 
Regarding information to be shared with nominators: 
 

5) The Distinguished Service Awards are meant to recognize service over a significant 
period of time (i.e., several years). 
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6) Application materials should speak directly to the criteria of selection for the award of 

interest.  (Nominations that look like mini Program Review Dossiers do a poor job of 
highlighting the merits of candidates.) 

 
7) The committee places a great deal of emphasis on evidence of academic excellence 

when reviewing nominations for each of the awards.   When reviewing nominations for 
the Outstanding Research Award, the committee is also especially interested in 
whether innovative methods were used to obtain new knowledge. 

 
8) Nominating materials are restricted to information that pertains to candidates’ work in 

Cooperative Extension. 
 

9) The committee values the integration of extension and research for both Advisors and 
Specialists. 

 
10) The Outstanding Teamwork Award is intended for a team not an individual. 

 
11) Bibliographies should note author contribution regarding each (multiple author) 

publication (as is requested for program reviews). 
 

12) Peer-reviewed publications will be viewed as an indication of high quality work. 
 

13) With respect to the teamwork award, inclusion of multiple team members as co-authors 
of publications will be seen as an indication of collaboration. 

 
14) The selection committee views the inclusion of advisors on research projects as 

desirable when reviewing nominations of Specialists and teams that include Specialists.  
The committee expects to see evidence of this collaboration in the publication lists 
submitted.   

 
Regarding the selection committee: 

 
15)  A list of nominees should be sent to the selection committee along   with copies of the 

nomination packets.  
 

16)  Scoring sheets, with the criteria for each award should be distributed to the selection 
committee, for their personal use in preparation of the meeting.   

 
17) The 2001-2002 DSA selection committee has proposed a weighting scheme for the 

scoring sheets.  It is recommended that this be used as a guide. Final decisions will 
continue to be made by consensus following in person discussion among the selection 
committee members.  Item 7 above discloses information that reflects the scheme.  No 
further details about the selection committee’s decision-making processes are to be 
made public. 

 
18)  No decisions have been made regarding the rotation schedule.  All committee 

members have agreed to continue serving.  Once the awards have been given out for 
2001-2002, it is recommended that the Program Committee Chair, AAC President and 
AVP Vaux confer to discuss acceptable options for a committee that is comprised of 
some new winners and some members of the 2001-2002 selection committee.   
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19) Service on the selection committee should be restricted to a three-year term with possibility 

for a second term after at least one year of not being on the committee. 
 

20) It is recommended that the Awards Committee Chair be prepared to effectively 
facilitate the selection committee’s process of choosing winners.  It is recommended 
that the Awards Committee Chair be responsible for getting any necessary support 
(e.g., professional development, mentorship) to ensure that the program continues to be 
run smoothly. 

 
Regarding notification of recipients: 
 

21) Letters should be sent, as was done this year, from AVP Vaux to everyone who 
nominated someone, and everyone who won an award.  It is, however, recommended 
that in the future, letters to nominators include reference to the nominees. 

 
22) Awards should be given at a statewide meeting if possible.  If not possible, something 

will need to be arranged to the satisfaction of AVP Vaux and the AAC.   
 

23)  Winners may be encouraged to write a brief article for ANR report or a paragraph 
describing their work for the AAC website.  It would be nice to hear comments on this 
idea from AVP Vaux and AAC. 

 
B.  Suggested Timeline for Activities 
 

January 2003 Awards Ceremony for 2002 Awards 
 Announcement of any Changes to the Program 
 
February 2003 Release Call for Proposals and Accompanying Information via email, ANR 

Report, AAC website 
 
March 2003 Request PR materials from winners of 2002. 
 Review possibilities for Selection Committee 2003 
 
April 2003 Request reminder notices be sent out by Associate Deans, Program Council, 

Regional Directors 
 
May 2003 Final decisions regarding selection committee. 
 Request vacation schedules for August. 
 
June 2003 Deadline for Nominations – either June 6 or June 13 
 
July 2003 Send packets to selection committee with list of nominees and with scoring sheets 

to be used as a guide only.   
 

Notify Program Committee, AAC President, and AVP Vaux about the number of 
nominations received 

 
 Schedule the selection committee meeting for August 
 
August 2003 Selection committee meets to make decisions 
 Follow up conference call to review process 
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September 2003 AVP Vaux notified with results and asked to write letters. 
 
October 2003 Letters go out to winners and nominators of non-winners. 
 Order plaques for winners. 
 
November 2003 Annual report prepared by Awards Committee chair and reviewed by Program 

Committee  
 
January 2004 Annual report presented to AAC  
 Approved version sent to AVP Vaux 
 Presentation of Awards (or in Feb. if more appropriate.) 
 
  
 RESTART CYCLE FOR 2004 

 
C.  Suggested Assignments of Tasks 
 

The Awards Committee Chair is responsible for making sure that the program runs smoothly.  
The Program Committee Chair holds the Awards Committee Chair responsible.  The AAC 
President coordinates with the Program Committee chair to ensure effective communication 
between AAC and the Associate Vice President with regard to the Awards Program.  The 
Program chair also clarifies with the AAC President what needs to be approved by AAC and 
what can be decided upon by either the Program Committee or Awards Selection Committee.  
All is running smoothly at present. 
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TO: Academic Assembly Council Members 
FROM: Academic Assembly Council – Program Committee 
SUBJECT: SAVE THE DATE!! 
 

SAVE THE DATE!   SAVE THE DATE! 
 
The Academic Assembly Council - Program Committee invite you to save the date for a Statistics 
Seminar “Surveys, Tests, And Questionnaires” to be held at UC Davis on March 4-6, 2003. 
 
The Seminar – This is the second statistics seminar sponsored by the Academic Assembly Council. In 
addition to a review of basic statistics concepts and methods useful to Cooperative Extension Advisors, 
the seminar will focus on Surveys, Tests, And Questionnaires. Dr. Marc T. Braverman, a Cooperative 
Extension Specialist with the Human & Community Development Department at UC Davis will conduct 
the seminar.   
Topics include: 
(1) Planning considerations: concepts, variables, and potential forms of data 
(2) Developing specific items and instruments 
(3) Planning and implementing data collection 
(4) Data analysis 
 
Registration – Participation in the seminar will be limited to 25 registrants on a first come, first served 
basis. A formal announcement with more detailed registration information will be made available in the 
near future.  
 
Financial Assistance – The seminar is free of charge to members of the academic assembly!  We will 
also pick up the costs of several meals.  Additional travel support may be available on a need-based, first 
come first served basis. Please email Ramiro E. Lobo by January 31, 2003 if you need financial support to 
attend the seminar.  Please put “Statistical Training Financial Aid” in the subject of your message. Thank 
you. 
 
Contact Information - For more information about the seminar or to register please contact Ramiro E. 
Lobo at (858) 694-3666 or by e-mail at <relobo@ucdavis.edu>.  If you email, please use “Statistical 
Training Registration” as your subject line.  Thank you. 
 
We certainly hope you take advantage of this in-service training opportunity.  
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Rules and Elections Committee Report 

Academic Assembly Council 
January 15, 2003  

 
The Rules and Elections (R&E) Committee has communicated by e-mail several times over the last three 
months to discuss pressing issues and committee membership recommendations.  The most pressing 
concerned the terms of the Regional Representatives in all three regions.  As listed, the terms of most 
members were due to expire in 2003.  In an attempt to correct this problem, Regional Representatives 
were contacted by either R&E Committee Members or by the Regional Representative Sub Region Chairs 
and asked to consider staggered terms.  The results of this activity are not yet clear.  What is clear is that 
there is increasing difficulty in filling committee positions, particularly when large numbers of vacancies 
exist.  One chair reported that due to sabbatical leaves, retirements and term expirations, nearly the entire 
sub-region committee will need to be replaced.   
 
It has been suggested that the number of Regional Representative Committees be reduced from the 
current six (two sub region committees per region) to three (one per region).  This would then reduce the 
number of Regional Representatives to five per region.  This suggestion will become more important as 
the number of advisor staff decreases statewide, with fewer advisors available for committee activities.   
 
At least one committee chair has expressed concern that committee members are being selected by chairs, 
instead of by a vote of the membership, as required by the AAC By-Laws.  If this is a common procedure, 
the By-Laws may need to be changed to reflect the practice.   
  
Regarding appointments, no action was taken on appointing a member to the R&E Committee as 
requested by R&E Committee Chair Yvonne Steinbring at the September, 2002 AAC Meeting (see 
Action Item No. 1 on Sept. 25, 2002 R&E Committee Report).  Therefore, the official call for 
nominations for the 2003-04 year will include a call for a R&E Committee Member. 
 
R&E Committee Chair Yvonne Steinbring wrote an article for the ANR Report which included a call for 
committee participation and the elections.  The official call for nominations for President-Elect of the for 
President-Elect of the Assembly Council and one advisor from the Central Valley Region for the R&E 
Committee was made by e-mail on December 30, 2002.  Individuals were encouraged to self-nominate or 
encourage and nominate colleagues.  If nominating someone else, the nominee must send acceptance of 
the nomination to Rules and Elections Chair.  Nominations are due January 30, 2003.   
 
At this point, there have been two nominations from the Central Valley Region for the R&E Committee, 
and one nomination for Vice President/President Elect.  Not all have accepted yet. 
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Benefits and Welfare Committee Meeting Notes 

December 05, 2002 
UC Davis 

 
Present: L.J. (Bees) Butler, Laosheng Wu, Barbara Reed, Dorothy Smith, and Marilyn Johns 
 

1. Chair Report 
a. Report On Assembly Council Meeting 

i. Barb presented and submitted written report of the workgroup’s information and 
correspondence with Michelle French regarding medical insurance. 

 
ii. Diane Metz has arranged for a staff person in Oakland to update the website.  
Laosheng will continue to be the contact person from our group and will submit 
information for the web directly to Oakland. 
 

b. Correspondence on health benefits issues.  
i. Barb ask group if we should continue correspondence with Michelle French on 
health insurance issues.  Group felt it would be beneficial to continue dialogue 
regarding the banding issue.  Barb will continue the communications. 

ii. A question was submitted regarding vision care for retirees.  Elizabeth Hansen 
responded to Barb as follows:  “Vision insurance has never (or at least as long as I can 
remember!) been offered to retirees.  They are eligible for continuation of medical and 
dental only and can COBRA their vision insurance for a period of 18 months after their 
retirement date.   Information re retiree group insurance benefits can be found in 
our "Retirement Handbook" page #14 under the Health & Welfare heading in the 
booklet at http://www.ucop.edu/bencom/rs/retirebook.pdf.” 

iii. Marilyn had a question regarding dental and vision coverage for dependents.  Can 
dependents be covered for dental and vision if they are not covered by a UC medical 
insurance plan?  Group did not know the answer.  Marilyn will follow up with Benefits 
Department. 

2. Committee Members Reports on Salary Survey  
a. A progress report on Salary Survey information will accompany this report. 
b. FMLA- Marilyn Johns reported on the FMLA policy: 

Clarification of FMLA policy and implementation for both academic and staff employees 
 
Karen (San Diego) had heard that UC employees may have to start using FMLA time if 
out for more than 3 days 

 
UCD Benefits – Employee and Family Labor Relations officers: 
 Christine Peterson – academic policy – 530-752-2429 
 Victoria Simmons – staff policy –  
Referred to the HR Dept. 530-752-0530 
Then referred to the Provost’s office because academic staff questions  
 Connie Melandy – 530-752-5726 
 
Federal FMLA provides eligible employees with entitlements to leave for up to a total of 
12 workweeks, continuance of health plan coverage as if on pay status, and reinstatement 

http://www.ucop.edu/bencom/rs/retirebook.pdf
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rights. This is a time entitlement, and has nothing to do with whether time is paid or 
unpaid. 
 
That is the law, and beyond that, there is variability dependent on status (academic or 
staff), campus, department, and collective bargaining agreements. There is also a whole list 
of some nine types of leaves, with specifics on each in various administrative manuals. 
 
FMLA information web sites: 

 www.hr.ucdavis.edu/Forms/All/Fmla/001 
 www.ucop.edu/acadadv/acadpers/apm/apm-760.pdf 
 www.ucop.edu/acadadv/family/leaves.html#family 
 

It is generally true that for UC staff employees out more than 3 days, the Department is 
encouraged to start counting the time toward the 12 week per year entitlement. 
 
It is a general practice that staff employees carry some type of disability insurance, so they 
have some income during a time of leave. It is not a common practice for academic staff to 
purchase disability insurance, so often if a need arises for leave and the employee is a 
teaching faculty member, the Department will use Department funds to pay for teaching 
relief. It is a practice on the Davis campus that the FMLA time allotment is doubled, from 
3 months to six months. It is left up to the Department to determine whether the time is 
paid or unpaid. Not all academic staff accumulate sick leave. It depends on the 
appointment. 
 
The Provost office on the Davis campus is advising Departments to start counting 
major medical leaves of more than one week against FMLA entitlement. This is 
because federal law is forcing greater adherence to tracking time because of the 
requirement to hold positions open till entitled time is passed. 
 
Further questions regarding specific situations can be asked of the Assistant Dean for 
CAES, Sue Torguson at 530-752-1607. 
 
k. Next meeting:  No meeting is scheduled at this time. We will wait for the Assembly 

Council to give us direction. Major business of the committee has been completed. The 
final report on the salary survey information will be forthcoming by the beginning of 
February. 

 
l. The Benefits and Welfare Committee recommends the ACC hire an outside agency or 

third party to do a more extensive and in-depth look at the salary issue. The research is 
too time consuming for the W and B subcommittee to tackle with the limited resources 
and other responsibilities we have.  

 

http://www.hr.ucdavis.edu/Forms/All/Fmla/001
http://www.ucop.edu/acadadv/acadpers/apm/apm-760.pdf
http://www.ucop.edu/acadadv/family/leaves.html
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INTERIM REPORT TO THE ACADEMIC ASSEMBLY COUNCIL ON 

SALARY AND COST OF LIVING ISSUES FOR COOPERATIVE EXTENSION ADVISORS 
Welfare and Benefits Subcommittee 

Respectfully Submitted January 15th, 2003 
Barbara Reed, Chair 

 
1) SUMMARY: 

Previous discussions related to salary equity for Cooperative Extension Advisors focused on 
finding “comparable groups” or institutions for comparison. This was covered in the 
University of California Cooperative Extension Advisor and Specialist Salary Study 
conducted in 1995-96. According to that report “there was no clear match found of the duties 
and responsibilities assigned to UCCE advisors with any other identified positions at the 
Comp 11.” 
 
While that report established UCCE advisors did not have a peer group, it did not address 
issues related to salary growth over time for persons with similar duties and responsibilities 
outside of the Comp 11. The AAC Benefits and Welfare Committee spent the last 4-5 
months gathering information about salary growth for the years 1996 through 2001, both 
within the University of California and in a variety of employment sectors/job titles that could 
be held by people with a similar skill set and level of responsibility as UCCE advisors. 
 
In all comparisons noted, UCCE Advisors fell far behind all other job classifications 
examined for salary increases over time for the period 1996 to 2001. 

 
a) University salary growth and commitment to competitive wages 

 
In the AES Currents newsletter of August 9th, 2002, Neal Van Alfen reported on the budget, 
including salary information. He reported that the staff salaries had increased 23.4 percent 
and faculty salaries had increased 17.8 percent between 1998-99 and 2001-02. During this 
same period, Cooperative Extension Advisor salaries increased an anemic 6.2 percent 
 
In the report on the budget from President Atkinson, November 2002, he stated “… we must 
provide salary increases for staff and faculty so that we do not fall further behind the market. 
Competitive salaries are key to quality - we must prevent further salary erosion and also 
begin to close the salary gap.” 
 
Cooperative Extension Advisors are no different from any other group within the UC when it 
comes to being competitive in the marketplace. The data presented in below shows UCCE 
Advisor salary growth lagging behind other groups both inside and outside the University. 
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Table 1. Growth in Specialist and Advisor Salaries between 1996 and 2001.  

 
  % Spec % Adv. 
 Step 1996-

2001 
1996-
2001 

Assistant 1 54.9% 10.9% 
 2 55.2% 10.9% 
 3 54.4% 9.8% 
 4 54.9% 9.6% 
 5 53.7% 10.0% 
 6 52.5% 10.1% 

Associate 1 53.6% 9.9% 
 2 52.4% 10.0% 
 3 52.8% 9.9% 
 4 54.9% 9.9% 
 5 54.3% 9.7% 

Full 1 43.8% 9.7% 
 2 44.2% 9.9% 
 3 42.4% 9.8% 
 4 41.2% 9.8% 
 5 40.8% 8.8% 
 6 40.5% 8.8% 
 7 40.1% 10.0% 
 8 36.3% 8.8% 
    

b) UC SRA SALARY Information: Laosheng reported on UC SRA salary information 
obtained from UCR Payroll.  The percent change from ’99 to ’01 ranged between 6% – 
12 %, with the biggest increase occurring from ’99 to ’00.  

 
2) OUTSIDE OF UC 

a. Department Heads 
 
i) An analysis of Glenn County Department Heads shows an increase in salaries 

between 1996 and 2002 averaging 32.2%. This salary increase brought County 
employees in line with surrounding county salaries.  An inquiry into State Labor 
Market information for the general search “department heads” found the following 
information. The mean annual wage for general and operations managers for 2001 is 
$87,462. The description follows below. 

 
(1) General and Operations Managers (SOC 11-1021)  

 
Plan, direct, or coordinate the operations of companies or public and private sector 
organizations. Duties and responsibilities include formulating policies, managing 
daily operations, and planning the use of materials and human resources, but are 
too diverse and general in nature to be classified in any one functional area of 
management or administration, such as personnel, purchasing, or administrative 
services. Include owners and managers who head small business establishments 
whose duties are primarily managerial.  
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Table 2.     
Glenn County Department Head Salary Changes 1996-2002 

 

     
  1996 2002 % increase 

Agricultural 
Commissioner 

 $54,028.00 $85,800.00 37.03% 

Animal Control  $30,576.00 $40,248.00 24.03% 
Assessor  $50,154.00 $80,412.00 37.63% 
Building 

Director/Inspect
or 

 $44,382.00 $65,561.00 32.30% 

Probation  $49,894.00 $78,416.00 36.37% 
County 

Counsel 
 $67,473.00 $100,630.00 32.95% 

Director of 
Finance 

 $53,846.00 $85,800.00 37.24% 

Public Works  $64,142.00 $91,104.00 29.59% 
District Attorney  $65,728.00 $91,104.00 27.85% 
Health Services  $65,832.00 $95,742.00 31.24% 

Human 
Resource 

Agency 

 $65,832.00 $95,742.00 31.24% 

Personnel  $52,702.00 $72,779.00 27.59% 
Public 

Guardian 
 $34,632.00 $50,356.00 31.23% 

Sheriff  $58,006.00 $89,273.00 35.02% 
     
   $80,211.93 32.24% 
   Average Salary Average 

increase all 
classes 
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b) Health and Nutrition Personnel: Dorothy Smith reported on public health nutritionist 

salaries in Arizona and public health physician’s salaries nationally.  She also called  
California County Health Departments.  Most had information about current salaries. 
Historical data was not readily available but could be obtained via a written request.  In 
discussions with Personnel Department staff regarding salary, everyone indicated that 
salaries were adjusted approximately every two- three years to stay level with the current 
market (not COLA).  Follow-up calls requesting how this market adjustment was 
determined revealed that in 90% of the cases “in-house staff did a very informal market 
salary survey.”  

 
Table 3.  
Public Health Nutritionist Salaries in Arizona and Nationwide Physicians Salaries  
Public Health Nutritionist 

'97                          '02   % Increase 
Nut I   $11.98               $15.16   20.97% 
Nut II  $13.70               $17.59   22.1% 
Nut III $14.70               $18.94     22.38% 

 
Nationwide Physicians Salaries  
’98       ’00    % Increase 
$120,810 $133,218   9.3% 
 
 

c) Agriculture Biologists- County positions 
i) Barbara is in the process of surveying CA Counties to find the change in salary over 

time for Agricultural Biologist positions. She has obtained data from Fresno Lake and 
Santa Barbara Counties. These positions require a B.S., extensive licensing and 
several years of experience. For the counties that have responded to date, salary 
increases have run between 4-6% per year between 1996 and 2002. 

 
d) Youth Development Positions 

i) Marylin Johns looked at youth educator positions in the public sector including 
Recreation Directors, K-12 School Administrators and Principals. Salaries in this 
group increased between 4% to 7% per year, for data covering 1994 to 2002. (See 
table at the end of this document.) 

 
3) COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENTS 
 

a) Salary Adjustments for Geographic Areas - FedEx  
 

i) FedEx uses a market level program because prevailing local wage rates vary from 
one area to another. The program tailors FedEx wages to local rates.  

 
(1) Determination data to establish appropriate market level: 
(2) Local Wage rates. A Prevailing Wage Rate Index is provided by the Economic 

Research Institute (ERI). Local rates are compared to national rates and a market 
level established. If the local wage rate is higher than the national average wage 
rate, the wage index would be a percentage of the national rate, and a market 
level assigned. 

(3) Competitor company wage rates 
(4) Local recruitment and retention data  
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(5) Rates for existing neighboring staff 
(6) Recommendations of local management 
(7) In certain premium market level designations, a geographic pay differential (GPD) 

for salaried employees is also given. It shows up as a separate pay line on the 
payroll check stub. It is identified as a percentage of salary, and tied to specific 
market level designations.  

(8) Data is adjusted quarterly. Cost of living is a factor that can influence prevailing 
wages in a local area, and thus adjust market level designation.  Cost of living is 
considered as a factor, but the primary emphasis is on the overall prevailing wage 
rates of the local community. 

 
4) RELOCATION CALCULATOR INFORMATION: COMPARE COST OF LIVING IN 

HUNDREDS OF CITIES, ACROSS STATES, ETC.  
 

a) http://www.homefair.com/homefair/calc/salcalc.html 
 

b) http://www.onlinerelocation.com/cola.htm 
 

c) http://cgi.money.cnn.com/tools/costofliving/costofliving.html 
 

d) http://www.news.cornell.edu/releases/May97/ilrwebsite.dg.html 
 

 
5) One of the most interesting links sends browsers to the Salary Relocation Calculator 

supplied by the Center for Mobility Resources. The calculator compares cost of living figures 
for various cities. Here, browsers can enter the city and state in which they work and then 
their current wage. By clicking on another city, the Salary Relocation Calculator will compute 
how much money one needs to earn in that city to maintain a suitable quality of life. 
According to the Salary Relocation Calculator, $75,000 in San Francisco is equivalent to 
$40,000 in Syracuse, and a $100,000 salary in Manhattan is comparable to one of $36,444 
in Mobile, Ala. 

 

http://www.homefair.com/homefair/calc/salcalc.html
http://www.onlinerelocation.com/cola.htm
http://cgi.money.cnn.com/tools/costofliving/costofliving.html
http://www.news.cornell.edu/releases/May97/ilrwebsite.dg.html
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Table 4. Research in HR Area - 4-H Youth Development Advisor  
Similar Job Classifications 

 
Difference Overall

 
 # Years

 (last less
 

%  (first to
 

 Change
1994 1995

  
1996

 
1997 1998

  
1999

 
2000

 
2001

 
2002 first)

 
change 2002)

 
per year

 Recreation Director *  80,537 85,446 120,473 39,936 49.6% 8 5.2%
Employer - 

 
City        

             
       

Elem School 
Principal  

 56,910  61,589  72,782  87,024  30,114 52.9% 7 6.3% 

Employer - School
trict 

              
             Dis

Education Director *    61,656  64,188 73,788  78,300 16,644 27.0% 5 4.9% 
County Office       

              
             

       
of Education

 
* Requires Masters 
Degree + 3/5 years 

experience 

             

Notes              
Figures are from salary schedules at lowest step. Education director position salary doesn't include health insurance contribution (reported at 
$500-$600/month employee cost). 
 
Challenges/Barriers to Obtaining Information 

No obtainable aggregate database across state. 
Considerable variability within and across counties - each school district different and each city different 
Historical data available only via personal visit to HR personnel. 

Current salary and job description were obtainable via web sites, per specific city or school district. Information about salaries from previous years 
was much more difficult to obtain, requiring a personal visit to the HR Dept. of a school district or visit to city hall. 
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Sub-Region 1 NCMR 

Assembly Council Report 
January 14-15, 2003 

 
The main concerns expressed by the sub-region relate to how the University will handle the budget 
crisis. 
 
One member responded that about 10 years ago, those of us that received merit increases had the 
actual monetary raise deferred for a year.  Others on staff did not receive any cut to their salaries at 
that time.  The fear is that this unfair method may be used again.   
 
Report prepared by  
Yvonne Steinbring 
Sub-regional chair 
 
 

CENTRAL COAST AND SOUTHERN REGION 
SUB REGION 1 

JANUARY 15-16 2003 
 
 Comments were received giving praise to the Assembly Council for their work in making 
the PR easier and shorter to do.    However, they do want to highlight that more work needs to be 
done to figure out how to give credit to Academic advisors with administrative responsibilities (eg:  
4 H, County Directors, NFCS advisors, etc).   The current process rewards the research model more 
than administrative work, which varies per assignment and county.   Administrative work does not 
seem to have a place in the PR besides public service.    The personnel committee needs to work on 
these areas. 
 
Again, the issue of making Advisor positions more financially attractive and competitive is of 
concern.  There needs to be compensation for the  cost of living in high cost areas  and this needs to 
be actively addressed. 
 
Federal employees received a letter stating they are no longer Federal employees.  Does this mean 
they are eligible for UCR retirement program and benefits.  What is the positive and negative 
aspects of this action?? 
  
What action is being taken regarding the reimbursement given to UCR advisors and not the Federal 
employees in lieu of salary? 
 
Submitted by Carol Powell, Chair, 
Sub Region One, Central Coast and Southern Regions. 
  

 
 

 
  



 Report to Academic Assembly Council, January 15, 2003. 
By Ken R. Churches, representing the North Coast and Mountain Sub-region #2 (Amador, Calaveras, El Dorado, 
Inyo-Mono, Lassen, Mariposa, Modoc, Placer-Nevada, Plumas-Sierra, and Tuolumne Counties). 
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1. Really, the only thing Assembly Council needs to be worried about is all of us being able to keep our jobs. 
Will the structure of Extension need to change? How will UCCE respond if 35 counties zero out the Extension 
budget. These are the big issues. 

--Are they considering a VERIP? 
--If not, who would be most vulnerable to layoffs? 
--How will the cuts for this budget year be met? 
--Is it firm we have to deal with a 30% cut? 

 
2. Budget issues - Status/future of workgroup funds  

3. Results of Vaux's focus groups regarding the future of County based CE and his next step 

4. ANR Communications-concern re: unwillingness to put publications on the web when we develop a print 
copy. Don't we want to get the information out to folks ASAP so that clientele can use it? 

5. Training to work with volunteers and county government and build capacity within personnel, human 
resources are our greatest resource, yet we don't really cultivate/appreciate/reward creative activity and 
cooperation/coordination with outside agencies/organizations, yes there are individuals who do this; but not a 
good effort organization wide. 

6. If the budget is going to be hit as hard as anticipated, what will be impacts to people who are up for merits 
and promotions this year? Will they get the increase on paper; but not monetarily?  
 
7. We need to plan to deal with the next 3-5 years…because it’s just going to get worse and we can’t just do 
day-to-day whittling. How are we going to decide which programs NOT to do? 

8. MG Administrative Handbook. My main concern is too much paperwork/administrative work and also the 
fact that if this isn't necessary or well put together and explained, then we will lose volunteers (we already 
have). I do not have a MG program rep. and so this means a large amount of extra work administering this 
program for me. If we are expected to do all this administering we need the staff to do it. Advisors cannot 
spend all their time doing that, that is not the best use of my skills.   
 
9. Every county that has a volunteer program should have a staff person (half time could do), in addition to the 
advisor, for that program. Perhaps we could have a "Regional" MG program rep. to help. 

10. 1 also feel that IF we have to make cuts in our programs, due to budget, we should drop volunteer programs 
like MGs and MFP and go back to the basic mission of cooperative extension which is serving agriculture and 
natural resource clientele. I know some (many) would strongly disagree, and its not that we don't have a good 
volunteer base with the MG’s who do a lot of outreach, but I think my county could live without someone there 
to answer homeowner questions but our agricultural component would suffer (the small farms) if we didn't have 
advisors here for them. This would have a greater impact on our county's land use, etc. Hopefully the situation 
won't come to that, though. 

 
 11. AAC—what is it? There should be some introduction to AAC for advisors and I’m not even sure if this is 

the type of feedback you wanted me to give, since I’m not clear myself on the role of AAC or my role in this 
sub-committee 
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Central Valley Sub-Region # 1 Report- Dan Munk 
January 15, 2003 

As might be expected there have been numerous questions and concerns regarding budget (rather, lack of 
one) issues and what it means to the ability of Cooperative Extension to be vital and effective in the future. 
Certain individuals outside the university have even speculated on specific vital positions that could be cut. 
At a recent gathering that included a wide cross section of CE Advisors, some of the questions included: 

*  Will the TRIP program be considered again in which a voluntary time reduction will be used to 
offset payroll cost for a single year? 

*Will an early retirement incentive program similar to VERIP be offered? 
And if so, are there adequate Retirement Plan money's to support this type 
of program again? 

*  There seems to be a concern that we are not "all in this together" as some of the discussion leans 
towards program cuts that are not equal. This brought questions such as: 

--Why are Field Station's and CE considered so differently? 
--How will campus- and county-based cuts be distributed? 
--Did the 30% CE cut originate in the governors budget office or elsewhere? 

It appears that there is a general willingness and desire to receive and read information as this process 
unfolds and changes by day and not to panic as plans are unfolding. 
Advisors remain fairly upbeat about individual program accomplishments but somewhat uneasy about what 
lies ahead. One area that I have specific concerns about is in the area of telling our story and organizational 
support from the public. Should each program be continuously generating news/impact articles for targeted 
groups or general public consumption? Several advisors agreed that we develop fairly detailed PR's each 
year with project and program specifics. Could some of these documents be used to identify projects for 
further focus to targeted outlets in the state? Is leadership and our best public relations minds meeting 
together to strategize how we can best make use of the many successes we've had. How are the public 
relations wheels spinning on a statewide basis? 
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January 13, 2003 
 
TO:    Academic Federation Executive Committee 
FROM:   Steve Kaffka  
RE: report on specialist’s activities at the Davis campus 
 
Currently, I am chair of the Davis campus specialist’s committee.  Other current members of the 
specialists’ committee are:  Art Craigmill, Jim Grieshop, Karen Klonsky, Jim Thompson, and 
Desley Whisson.  All members are elected for three year terms by the CE specialists affiliated with 
the Davis Campus. I have been chair since October, 2002.  We have met monthly as a group over 
the last year and monthly with Dean Van Alfen and some of the associate deans as well.   
 
Two topics have occupied most of our attention this fall.  The first is equivalent status for 
cooperative extension specialists.  Achieving equivalent status has been a multi-year goal for 
specialists and has dominated discussion for the two years I have participated on the committee.  In 
brief, equivalent status is a term the University uses in its personnel policies and procedures to 
designate certain academic title series and certain ranks of these series that are to be treated on the 
same basis as corresponding ranks in the professor series with respect to differing policies.  It does 
not imply Academic Senate status.  Our committee has written a summary of the equivalent status 
issue was shared with specialists from the other two campuses as well.  
 
In spring, a memo from Chancellor Vanderhoef supporting a change to APM-115 to include CE 
Specialists was sent to President Atkinson via VP Gomes.  It was then directed to the University 
Provosts office. On December 20, 2002, Ole Becker (UCR) , Peggy Lemaux (UCB), Frank Zalom  
and myself  met with VP Gomes in Oakland to ask him to advocate for equivalent status on our 
behalf.  He informed us that the Provost had placed the issue on the Academic Senate’s (AS) 
calender for January for advice.  AS approval is not required but will be helpful.  Our goal is to 
have equivalent status enacted before President Atkinson retires.  VP Gomes has said he is 
supportive of this goal and will work to see that it occurs. 
 
Anticipated budget cuts have been an important discussion for the campus specialists committee 
and with the dean since the election in November.  Late last year, a 30% cut to Cooperative 
Extension over the next 18 months was proposed.   This large cut will be very difficult for CE to 
absorb and everyone in the CE system is likely to be affected in one way or another.  Our 
committee has asked the dean to meet with the CE specialists affiliated with the Davis Campus to 
discuss budget issues. This meeting will take place on January 28th.  In the meantime, the specialists 
committee will meet at least once to help prepare for this meeting.  Our goal is to create a forum for 
specialists to provide input to the dean about the CE budget, to develop creative ideas in response to 
proposed budget cuts, and develop as much consensus as possible.  
 
C:\Work\Administration\Academic Federation\Report on Davis Activities 1_03.wpd 
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SPECIAL PROJECT SURVEY 
OF HUMAN RESOURCE ADVISORS 

DRAFT # 3 
Project Chairperson: Steve Dasher 

 
 

Name______________________________ Phone_________________________________ 
 
Position Title(s)_________________________________  County(s)__________________ 
 
Please tell us about your experience in the Human Resources (HR) Program on this survey: 
 
The term, administrative responsibilities, applies to any organizational and/or managerial tasks 
which you must perform to fulfill your academic assignment, whether or not those tasks are 
specified in your job description.        
 
The phrase “Com Dev” refers to the Community Development Program.  
 
Please refer to your HR (Human Resources Program) activities related to the July 1, 2001 to June 
30, 2002 time period or the most recent 12 months (maximum) you worked to answer the questions.   
 
Background Information  
 

NFCS 4-HYD COM DEV OTHER 1.   Please indicate your HR Program 
assignment as a percentage of your 
total FTE. 

 

 
 

   

2.   How many years have you been an 
Academic Advisor in each your HR 
Program area assignment(s)? 

 

    

 
3. What is your HR position term of appointment (check which applies)? 
   a. ___________ Indefinite term. 
 
   b. ___________Definite term.  How many years have you held a definite term?___________ 
 
   c  .___________Limited term.  What is the length of your limited term appointment?_________ 
 

4. Prior to beginning your academic assignment as an advisor in 
HR did you hold a non-academic DANR position in HR?  
______No         ______ Yes 

 
If yes please specify the position(s) title(s)____________________________________________ 

 
5. How many other academic advisors in your assigned county(s) have HR Program Assignments? 
     _______________ 
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6. What is the highest academic degree you have attained? 
 
______ Bachelor’s Degree 
 
______ Master’s Degree 
 
______ Doctorate Degree 
 
Your View of Your HR Administrative Tasks 
7. Please rank the following tasks in order of “which task requires more of your time”. Rank the 
task requiring the most time with #1. The task requiring the second most time with #2, etc. Indicate 
by writing “NA” next to those tasks you do not carry out. 
 
_______Budget management – includes planning, purchasing, monitoring and fiscal         
              management of grants, etc.  
 
_______ Paid staff supervision – includes recruitment, training and evaluation activities. 
 
_______ Facilities and/or equipment management. 
 
_______ Volunteer recruitment  
 
_______ Volunteer training and consultation 
 
_______ Planning and implementing workshops/events for existing programs. 
 
_______ Resource/fund development for sustaining existing programs 
 
_______ Specific program management – includes enrollment, interpreting policies and 

consultations 
_______ Producing reports and/or grant writing for stakeholders 
 
_______ Other        
 
8. Were there times of the year when you had greater administrative demands than in other times of 

the year? ________No        ________Yes   If yes, please indicate the approximate time of year.  
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Month NF&CS 4-HYD Com Dev Other Total 
July      
August        
September      
October      
November      
December      
January      
February      
March      
April      
May      
June      

 
9. Do your administrative and management tasks support you in carrying out your personal 

academic/professional goals? ______No    ______Yes    
 
10. Are your administration expectations of yourself different from that of: 
 

Title No Yes N/A 
a. Other Advisors in your HR area    
b. Clientele    
c. County Director    
d. Regional Director    
e. Specialists in your HR area    
f. DANR Administration     

 
11. Who conducts administration tasks in your HR program assignment besides yourself in your 

county(s)? (Check all the boxes that apply) 
 

Person     NFCS 4HYD Com Dev Other 
County Director     
Academic HR Advisor     
UC paid Program Rep     
County paid Program Rep     
Clerical support staff     
Volunteers       
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 Supervision of Staff/ Extenders 
 

NFCS 4-HYD COM DEV OTHER  
12. How many volunteers/non-paid 

extenders are in your HR Program 
assignment area(s)?  

    

13. What percent of your HR Program FTE 
time did supervision of these volunteers/ 
non-paid extenders include? 

    
 

14. How many paid staff did you supervise 
in each of your HR Program areas? 

    

15. What percentage of your HR Program 
time did supervision of paid staff in each 
of your HR Program areas include? 

    

 
16. What was the source of funding for the paid staff? (Check all that apply.)  
  a. University  Funding__________ 
    b. Grant Funding_______ 

  c. County Funding________   
       d. Other_____________ (Please Identify Source)  
 

Programmatic 
17. Which of the following factors, if any, have contributed to the sustainability of programs created 

through your HR Program activities? (Check all that apply.) 
a. ______ Availability of volunteers. 
b. ______ Willingness of community collaboration partners to take over the program. 
c. ______ University staff (other than yourself) and resources. 
d. ______ Your time as manager of the program.  
e. ______ Grant funds.   
f.  ______Other (Please describe). 

 
17. What are the types (people, financial, professional, programmatic, etc.), source and use of 

support you get for administrative tasks in your HR Program assignment(s)?  
 

TYPE 
(what is the support) 

SOURCE 
(grant, county, gift, etc.) 

USE 
(admin. 4-H, conduct research, etc.) 

a.   
b.   
c.   
d.   
e.   
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18. What is your most pressing professional development need?  
 
 

 
 

NO YES 

19. When you started your HR Advisor assignment were there existing 
programs in place with that assignment that required administrative 
tasks? 

  

20. Did the PVA (Position Vacancy Announcement) reflect the 
existing administrative responsibilities of existing programs you 
inherited with the HR position? 

  

21. Did the interview process reflect the existing administrative 
responsibilities you inherited with your HR position 

  

22. Have you added administrative responsibilities because of new 
programs, new projects or new DANR directives since you began 
your HR assignment? 

  

 
23. What would you like to change in each of your HR Program area assignments (NFCS, 

4HYD, etc.) to help you manage your administrative responsibilities in your HR Program? 
 
24. What leadership sources would be beneficial in helping you address the administrative tasks 

of your HR assignment?  Check all that apply. 
   a. ______ Peers successful in addressing administrative and management tasks. 
   b. ______ Special program/ project leaders. 
    c. ______ Specialists in your HR area. 
    d. ______ HR Program Leader. 
    e. ______ Non DANR Professionals in the field of Administration and Management.  
            f. ______ Other (Please describe).  
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UCCE Academic Assembly Council Strategic Planning Meeting Notes: 
  
Desired Outcomes 
• Identification of key strengths & weaknesses of UC AAC & external threats and opportunities 

to be considered in developing a strategic plan 
• Identification of shared vision, mission, & goals for draft UCCE AAC Strategic plan 
• Agreement on next steps for development/distribution of draft strategic plan 
 
 
Strengths 
• Ability to take off individual unit hats & see CE as a whole 
• Potential to represent all CE staff 
• Have ears of Admin 
• Represents the range of organization participants and disciplines 
• Been to make positive changes 
• Welcomes/solicits input from all staff 
• Recognized as relevant by admin 
• Embodies principle of shared governance 
• Ability to mobilize grass roots clientele & resources 
 
Weaknesses 
• CE role not clearly understood in UC academic community 
• Frequent member turnover limits group memory 
• Admin listens selectively to proposals 
• Not well understood by all CE academics in state 
• Limited participation; doesn’t represent full range of CE 
• Apathetic participation and low expectations by full CE assembly members 
• Lack of specialist participation (lack of relevance to specialists) 
• AAC doesn’t have same power/relationship to admin as Academic Senate/limited to advisory 

capacity 
• Geographically dispersed 
• Generally Advisors’ perception is that AAC is ineffective 
• Lack of opportunity to take on higher priority & controversial issues 
 
Opportunities 
• Get more focused in order to absorb cuts & refocus on essential mission 
• Stronger leverage => Exec Council –align AAC w/Academic Senate 
• Can only get better 
• Create opportunities to set our own agenda - projects of greater significance 
• Explore adoption of Academic Senate model 
• Increase participation of specialists to bridge gap between campus & county 
• Ability to mobilize grassroots clientele & resources 
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Threats 
• Shared governance is less attractive 
• Lower #’s of staff statewide 
• Pull of Acad. Senate on specialists – separation of research-extension continuum 
• Organization using other mechanisms to perform tasks AAC used to do 
• Lack of time – want to get things done more quickly 
• Admin selective about what role AAC can play, leading to less important assignments 
• Perception of lower status of CE academics by UC 
• UC current stand is to protect instruction; outreach is low priority w/in UC 
  
Vision, Mission, and Goals for AAC 
Priority Issues & Needs 
 
1-year goals& objectives 
• Focus AAC efforts on a small number of key issues for CE academics 
• Play a more active role in advocacy – incl. public education/statewide clientele 
• Provide recommendations to VP re: budget & advocacy issues facing ANR now (Jan.’03) 
• Improve institutional memory 
• Use a thoughtful process to engage and communicate 
• Academic AC will: 

1. Benefits 
2. Promotion process 
3. CE curriculum 
4. Core principles of CE 

• Focus on 2-3 things we can do well – 
• Will result in greater respect/attention from admin & membership 
• Adopt “Academic Senate” model 
• Transfer knowledge; improve documentation of AAC decisions, records, etc. 
• Use more personal modes of communication with constituents 
 
1-5 year goals 
• Increase monetary resources to fund AAC  
• Increase participation on AAC 
• AAC has resources to effect leadership development effort 
• AAC produces California Extension curriculum 
• Provide leadership that encourages true specialist – advisor collaboration 
• Specialists recognized for county connections 
• Provide input that results in maintaining high employee standards 
• Focus on equitable benefits and health care 
• AAC is recognized as providing guidance in leadership development, provides training 
 
Vision –Long term accomplishments & outcomes  (5-10 years) 
• AAC moves from advisory to directive mode 
• Senior admin recognizes & supports opinions of CE academics thru AAC 
• AAC increases visibility of CE in UC 
• Demonstrate more assertive power 
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• Provide a valued voice for CE professionals 
• AAC is being viewed as a “player” at the table so as to provide input & participate in decision-

making (meeting regularly with Prog. & Exec Councils 
• AAC increases “closeness” to senior Admin 
• AAC has real authority, not just advisory 
• AAC recognized as very valuable by all academics 
• AAC president attends Exec Council mtgs. (Ex-officio member or Program Council) 
• Achieve salary equity for CE academics 
• More advisor participation 
 
ACTION ITEMS 
 
Who What     When   
RDs Get word out to new advisors abt. AAC as they’re hired 
  
Diane- type notes transcribe draft report & circulate to  Jan. 31, 2003 
 AAC members & Jim Brenner 
 
AAC members Review draft & provide comments to Mary B. Feb 15, 2003 
 
AAC Exec Comm. Review comments, revise draft, & distribute  Mar. 31, 2003 
 to AAC 
 
AAC members Comments on final draft to AAC &  April 30, 2003 
 AAC Exec. Comm. 
 
AAC Adopt/approve/finalize strategic plan May 20-21, 2003 
   AAC mtg. 
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